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Achieving a Dream

Many sailors dream of sailing around the world

Some would like the challenge of doing so single-handed 

Currently, only the Vendée Globe and the revival of the 
Golden Globe Race provide such events
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A gap in the market

The Vendée Globe requires a large budget and is aimed at 
top professional sailors

The Golden Globe Race is a revival event that admits very 
specific “vintage” boat models 

There is a gap in the market for an Event for 
non-professionals wishing to sail solo around the 
world with a boat they own or can afford to buy

The alternative is to set off, outside of any event
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Why create a new Event?

Setting off alone can be a risky, 
lonely experience

There are a few organised 
sailing events that sail around 
the world in stages

There are only two events that 
sail single-handed, non-stop 
around the world

THE PROBLEMS THE OPPORTUNITY

There are many sailors who 
wish to sail solo around the 
world

Many already own a boat, but 
they would not be admitted in 
existing events

Creating an organised Event for 
ordinary production boats fills 
this gap in the market
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Existing Events

The Vendée Globe Reserved for the world’s top professionals, open to IMOCA60 
racing boats only 

Since 1989 it has become the most successful single-handed 
event in existence, but requires enormous budgets for 
participation

Golden Globe Race Revival event of the first 1968 Golden Globe, aims at 
replicating the original spirit and has very stringent rules 
including a ban on communication from boats to shore. 

The format has proven successful, however it has many 
restrictions that limit its appeal for many sailors

Single-handed, non stop, round the world events
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Double-handed and fully crewed events
The Ocean Race Fully crewed, in stages, for professional teams requiring a large budget. Formerly 

known as the Volvo Ocean Race

Globe40 Double-handed, in stages, for Class40 yachts only, aimed primarily at 
non-professional teams

Race Around Double-handed, in stages, for Class40 yachts only, aimed primarily at professional 
teams. It requires a sizeable budget and is the Event officially endorsed by Class40.

Ocean Globe 
Race

Fully crewed, in stages, revival event of the original 1973 Whitbread Race, first 
edition to be held in 2023, in stages on 55-65ft vintage boats

Great Cape Race Fully crewed, in stages on Grand Prix Racing Yachts over 60ft, due to be held in 2021 
there has been no further news since its announcement

World ARC Aimed at cruisers, the World ARC is a series of rallies that brings together 
non-professionals wishing to complete a circumnavigation via the Panama Canal

Clipper race Fully crewed, in stages, aimed at non-professionals who pay to be trained and take 
part in the event
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Key features of the Global Solo Challenge

Around the world Single-Handed

No outside assistance

Non-stop via the three Great Capes

Many different boat types can enter the Event

Does not require a large budget

The format makes the event fair for every type of entry
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A unique format
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A system of staggered starts ensures a fair Event

The smaller and slower boats will start first

The larger and faster boats will start last

The first boat home wins
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A typical Group 4 Boat
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A typical Group 2 Boat
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A typical Group Super Zero Boat
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Our safety considerations

Sailing around the world in an organised event is safer

Compression of the fleet in the Southern Ocean

Stringent Safety Regulations to be allowed in the Event

Every boat will be inspected before the start

Ill prepared or unsuitable boats cannot start

An appointed Event Crisis Manager to handle search and 
rescue operations in the event of an incident



The Course

Traditional East-about circumnavigation 
Starting from A Coruña, Spain



The Host Port

Marina Coruña, A 
Coruña, Spain  



Event Coverage
Dedicate Event Website

Fleet Satellite Tracking

Social Media



Event Organisers



Event Organisers



Contacts

Marco Nannini
Event Director
marco.nannini@globalsolochallenge.com
Mobile/WhatsApp +393204093306

EVENT WEBSITE

https://globalsolochallenge.com

FACEBOOK

https://www.facebook.com/globalsolochallenge
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https://globalsolochallenge.com
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